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First Grade Basics
Depending upon the grade level, students practice
the following skills: Alphabet Knowledge, Phonemic
Awareness, Inquiry, Phonics, Comprehension,
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Spelling, Vocabulary, Writing, Grammar, Mechanics,
and Usage. Each workbook has all the worksheets
conveniently organized by lesson. These worksheets
provide students the opportunity to practice and
apply the skills they are learning.

Daily Phonics, Grade 1
Scott Foresman Reading ((c)2000) components for
Grade 1.

Spectrum Phonics, Grade 2
"Provide explicit, systematic phonics instruction and
practice in just 15 to 20 minutes a day! Daily Phonics
helps students gain the phonemic awareness,
decoding, and word-study skills they need to read
proficiently."--Publisher's website.

Spectrum Phonics
Hooked on Phonics® Learn to Read Level 1 is the first
Pre-K level in the complete 8-level Learn to Read
series. - Level 1: All About Letters (Pre-K) - Level 2: All
About Letters (Pre-K) - Level 3: Word Families
(Kindergarten) - Level 4: Word Families (Kindergarten)
- Level 5: Beginning Phonics (First Grade) - Level 6:
Beginning Phonics (First Grade) - Level 7:
Intermediate Phonics (Second Grade) - Level 8:
Intermediate Phonics (Second Grade) Designed to
give your child a strong foundation in phonemic
awareness, a crucial pre-reading skill, Learn to Read
Level 1 introduces these beginning concepts: - The
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Alphabet - Recognizing Uppercase Letters - Tracing
Letter Shapes - Identifying Letter Sounds - Rhyming
Words and Beginning Sounds This set includes: - 2
Original Storybooks written to reinforce the skills your
child learns in the program - Pop! Pop! Pop! - The
Letter Hunt - 1 Bonus Book, The Cereal Box, by the
award-winning children’s book author and illustrator
David McPhail - 1 Workbook that will guide you and
your child through all of the lessons and many fun
activities - 1 DVD filled with music videos and fun
introductions to each lesson, where letters come to
life - 1 Set of Stickers to proudly display in the
workbooks and celebrate reading success - 2 Sets of
Letters and Picture Flashcards designed to reinforce
letter names and letter sounds - 1 Quick Start Guide
Designed in conjunction with leading educators,
award-winning authors, teachers and parents, Hooked
on Phonics® Learn to Read uses a proven, simple,
and fun method to give your child a strong foundation
in phonics and reading skills. - Learn: Your child learns
to read new words by watching the DVD and reading
the workbook. - Practice: Your child practices reading
the new sound combinations and words in the
workbook. - Read: Your child puts it all together to
read a great story. - Celebrate: Celebrate success
after each lesson and track your child’s progress!

Hooked on Phonics Learn to Read Levels 5&6 Complete
Long Vowels, Grade 1
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Build essential skills while having fun with Home
Workbooks! Now updated with fun, colorful pages and
engaging art, each book measures 7" x 9.25" and is
filled with 64 pages of age-appropriate activities,
puzzles, and games. These teacher-approved books
are perfect for home, school, summer breaks, and
road trips! Skills covered include sight word
recognition, number word recognition, color word
recognition, and more! An incentive chart and 140 fullcolor stickers are also included to help parents or
teachers track student progress. Home Workbooks
are available for prekindergarten through grade 3
students, and feature titles in a wide variety of skill
areas to suit any need.

Beginning Vocabulary, Grade K
Teaches students the connection between letters and
sounds while introducing the short and long vowels.

Primary Phonics
These all-inclusive skills resources provide the
focused practice students need to apply, reinforce,
and review skills in reading, math, and test-taking.
Answer key included.

Phonics for Kindergarten Grade K Home
Workbook
The biggest collection of games and activities to have
a BLAST learning phonics Building phonics skills is the
first step to reading success--and now it's F-U-N too!
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My Phonics Workbook helps new readers ages 4-6
become phonics all-stars with extra fun and
educational games. Watch kids learn the alphabet
from A-Z and connect letters to sounds and words.
With mazes, puzzles, word searches, and more, this
workbook is play-packed with "aha" moments that
pave the way to becoming a stellar reader. My
Phonics Workbook teaches: Letters A-Z--Start off with
the building blocks of individual vowel and consonant
sounds. Sounds to words--Cumulative lessons allow
new readers to progress from letter sounds to word
blends. 101 Awesome activities--Coloring, tracing,
mazes, puzzles, word searches and more keep kids
motivated to learn from beginning to end. The best
lessons leave the biggest smiles--this phonics
workbook makes sure of that on every page.

Open Court Reading Skills Practice
Workbook, Book 1, Grade K
Why does the Earth shake? Grandma can say it's
because of a superstition or a folklore but this book
will give your child scientific explanations. The
following pages will work with facts and they have
been presented in a way that a child would easily
understand and remember them. Who says fairy tales
are the only good bedtime stories? Sometimes,

Spectrum Phonics, Grade 1
Designed to help learners strengthen basic skills,
Spectrum Phonics Readiness instructs preschoolers
how to recognize letters and their order, understand
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beginning and ending sounds, determine long vowel
sounds, and follow simple directions. It features 128
full-color, perforated pages with a variety of activities,
including matching and coloring, and practice and
preparation for grades to come.

Scott Foresman Reading
Understanding letter sounds is an essential piece to
the reading proficiency puzzle. Spectrum Phonics for
grade 1 guides children through consonant pairs,
vowel pairs, end sounds, and vowel sounds. Filled
with engaging exercises in a progressive format, this
series provides an effective way to reinforce early
language arts skills. Mastering language arts is a long
process—start with the basics. Spectrum Phonics is
here to help children begin a successful journey to
reading proficiency. With the help of this best-selling
series, your child will improve early language arts
skills through practice and activities that focus on
phonics, structural analysis, and dictionary skills.

Sight Words, Grade 1
Strong reading skills are the basis of school success,
and Spectrum Reading for grade 1 will help children
triumph over language arts and beyond. This
standards-based workbook promotes reading
proficiency and improves the understanding of word
recognition, letters, sounds, details, and key ideas.
--Spectrum Reading will help your child improve their
reading habits and strengthen their ability to
understand and analyze text. This best-selling series
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is a favorite of parents and teachers because it is
carefully designed to be both effective and
engagingÑthe perfect building blocks for a lifetime of
learning.

Phonics, Grade 1
SRA Phonics, Student Edition - Book 1,
Grade 1
Spectrum Sight Words helps young learners master
high-frequency words! The lessons, perfect for
students in grade 1, strengthen word recognition
skills using Fry's Instant Sight Words List, cloze
activities, sentence strips, word flashcards, and more!
Each book introduces, reinforces, and reviews instant
recognition of the 300 highest-frequency words in the
English language. They are also aligned to national
and state standards and include a complete answer
key. Today, more than ever, students need to be
equipped with the essential skills they need for school
achievement and for success on proficiency tests. The
Spectrum series has been designed to prepare
students with these skills and to enhance student
achievement. Developed by experts in the field of
education, each title in the Spectrum workbook series
offers grade-appropriate instruction and
reinforcement in an effective sequence for learning
success. Perfect for use at home or in school, and a
favorite of parents, homeschoolers, and teachers
worldwide, Spectrum is the learning partner students
need for complete achievement.
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Spectrum Word Study and Phonics,
Grade 3
Give your students a strategy for unlocking the codes
of reading with SRA Phonics, a program designed to
complement any reading program. Multisensory
instruction utilizes all learning modes and an
integrated language approach incorporating listening,
writing, reading, and language arts skills ensure that
phonics skills aren't taught in isolation.

Phonics for Kindergarten, Grade K
Adventures in Phonics Level a
Scott Foresman Reading (©2002) for components for
Grade 1.

Spectrum Reading Workbook, Grade 1
Support students' phonetic development with fun and
engaging activity pages that are research based.

Core Skills Phonics Workbook Grade 1
Hooked on Phonics 2nd Grade Workbook is packed
with colorful pages loaded with activities that were
designed to give kids practice in reading, writing,
math and critical thinking skills. 320 pages of learning
and fun Reinforces word games, reading
comprehension, spelling, addition and subtraction,
time, money and fractions. Includes 5 colorful
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progress posters and 350 stickers to track children's
progress Designed for children ages 7 to 8.

Saxon Phonics And Spelling 3
"'Primary Phonics' is a program of storybooks and
coordinated workbooks that teaches reading to
students in kindergarten through second grade. Its
carefully structured phonetic approach establishes a
solid base in phonics that enables a student to read,
write and spell simple words" -- Teacher's Guide for
Primary Phonics.

Spectrum Language Arts, Grade 1
Our proven Spectrum Phonics grade 2 workbook
features 160 pages of age-appropriate activities for
reinforcing vocabulary knowledge and reading
comprehension. Recently updated to current national
testing standards, including nonfiction activities and a
revised sequence for smooth transitioning between
skills. This workbook for children ages 7 to 8
emphasizes phonics and word study as building
blocks in reading proficiency. From acclaimed author
and illustrator Mercer Mayer, kids will love learning
with Little Critter and his friends! Phonics skills
include: ~Beginning and ending consonant sounds
~Beginning and ending consonant pairs ~Short and
long vowel sounds ~Silent consonants ~Beginning
and ending consonant blends ~Vowel pairs Our bestselling Spectrum Phonics series features ageappropriate workbooks for Preschool to grade 6.
Developed with the latest standards-based teaching
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methods that provide targeted practice in
fundamentals to ensure successful learning

First Grade Phonics and Spelling
Phonics for First Grade, Grade 1
An understanding of language arts concepts is key to
strong communication skillsÑthe foundation of
success across disciplines. Spectrum Language Arts
for grade 1 provides focused practice and creative
activities to help your child master punctuation, parts
of speech, and capitalization. --This comprehensive
workbook doesnÕt stop with focused practiceÐit
encourages children to explore their creative sides by
challenging them with thought-provoking writing
projects. Aligned to current state standards, Spectrum
Language Arts for grade 1 includes an answer key and
a supplemental WriterÕs Guide to reinforce grammar
and language arts concepts. With the help of
Spectrum, your child will build the language arts skills
necessary for a lifetime of success.

Primary Phonics: Al
Build essential skills while having fun with Home
Workbooks! Now updated with fun, colorful pages and
engaging art, each book measures 7" x 9.25" and is
filled with 64 pages of age-appropriate activities,
puzzles, and games. These teacher-approved books
are perfect for home, school, summer breaks, and
road trips! Skills covered include beginning consonant
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sounds, short vowel sounds, sight word recognition,
and more! An incentive chart and 140 full-color
stickers are also included to help parents or teachers
track student progress. Home Workbooks are
available for prekindergarten through grade 3
students, and feature titles in a wide variety of skill
areas to suit any need.

Grade 1 Phonics: Early Learning Skills
Spectrum Phonics encourages creativity and builds
confidence by making reading fun! The lessons,
perfect for students in grade 1, strengthen phonics
skills by focusing on consonant blends, short and long
vowel sounds, matching words, pairs, rhyming sounds

Hooked on Phonics 2nd Grade Super
Workbook
Beginning Phonics
"Nobody combines fun and learning like Highlights!
This First Grade Phonics and Spelling Learning Fun
Workbook, developed with education experts, blends
Hidden Pictures puzzles, humor, and skills practice to
pave the way for success in school and beyond. It
contains curriculum-based practice in: Short and long
vowel sounds, Consonant blands, Decoding
skills."--Back cover.

Phonics First!
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Understanding letter sounds and word formation is an
essential piece to the reading proficiency puzzle.
Spectrum Word Study and Phonics for grade 3 guides
children through synonyms, antonyms, consonant
blends, and more. Filled with engaging exercises in a
progressive format, this series provides an effective
way to reinforce early language arts skills. Mastering
language arts is a long process—start with the basics.
Spectrum Word Study and Phonics is here to help
children begin a successful journey to reading
proficiency. With the help of this best-selling series,
your child will improve language arts skills through
practice and activities that focus on phonics,
structural analysis, and dictionary skills.

Literature Works 98 Copyright Phonics
Activity Workbook Grade 1.
These all-inclusive skills resources provide the
focused practice students need to apply, reinforce,
and review skills in reading, math, and test-taking.
Answer key included.

Hooked on Phonics Learn to Read - Level
1
Sight Word Fun 1 Deluxe Edition Workbook Sounding
words out is just one piece of learning to read. Sight
Word Fun, an I Know It! workbook, contains simple,
entertaining activities that will help your child
understand the meaning of sight words and recognize
differences in spelling. Sight words are not phonetic,
which makes them more difficult to learn. For
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example, this, them, that, and there look much the
same to a beginning reader. Most sight words, such
as what, where, and when, can be learned only by
reading practice. One activity is making new words
from the ending letters of a sight word. Young
learners can also say words then write them, find
sound-alike words, spot words with other words in
them, or finish words and sentences correctly. This
workbook offers plenty of ways to help your child
memorize sight words.

My Phonics Workbook
This Big First Grade Workbook combines popular
32-page School Zone workbooks into one convenient
320-page volume. Child-friendly exercises and fullcolor illustrations make learning fun. Use Big
Workbooks to reinforce or review grade-level skills or
prepare for the upcoming school year. Contents
include: First Grade Enrichment, Beginning Phonics,
Manuscript Writing, Story Problems, Time, Money &
Fractions, First Grade Math, and First Grade Scholar.
(Ages 5-6)

Phonics, Grade 1
Understanding letter sounds is an essential piece to
the reading proficiency puzzle. Spectrum Phonics for
grade 2 guides children through blends, hard and soft
consonants, vowel sounds, and vowel pairs. Filled
with engaging exercises in a progressive format, this
series provides an effective way to reinforce early
language arts skills. --Mastering language arts is a
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long processÑstart with the basics. Spectrum Phonics
is here to help children begin a successful journey to
reading proficiency. With the help of this best-selling
series, your child will improve early language arts
skills through practice and activities that focus on
phonics, structural analysis, and dictionary skills.

Sight Word Fun 1
Hooked on Phonics® Learn to Read Levels 5&6
Complete includes both 1st Grade levels in the
complete 8-level Learn to Read series. - Level 1: Early
Emergent Readers (Pre-K) - Level 2: Early Emergent
Readers (Pre-K) - Level 3: Emergent Readers
(Kindergarten) - Level 4: Emergent Readers
(Kindergarten) - Level 5: Transitional Readers (First
Grade) - Level 6: Transitional Readers (First Grade) Level 7: Early Fluent Readers (Second Grade) - Level
8: Early Fluent Readers (Second Grade) Designed to
help your child learn the building blocks of reading,
Learn to Read Levels 5&6 Complete covers: - Levels
3&4 Review - Beginning Consonant Blends Like “ch-,”
“sh-,” “th-,” and “qu-” - Ending Consonant Blends Like
“-ch,” “-th,” and “-es” - Suffixes “-ing,” “-er,” “-ly,”
and “-ed” - Two-Syllable Words - 36 New Sight Words
This set includes: - 6 Original Storybooks written to
reinforce the skills your child learns in the program Slim Sam - Lucky for Me - Good Job, Dennis - ChickChick the Ping-Pong Champ - Over My Head - The
Case of the Missing Sandwich - 2 Bonus Books by the
award-winning children’s book authors Robert San
Souci and Rosemary Wells - Fred’s Red Hat by
Rosemary Wells - The Little Ghost by Robert San
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Souci - 2 Workbooks that will guide you and your child
through all of the lessons and many fun activities - 2
DVDs filled with music videos and fun introductions to
each lesson, where letters come to life - 2 Sets of
Stickers to proudly display in the workbooks and
celebrate reading success - Online access to all video
lessons PLUS bonus content on MyHop
(My.HookedonPhonics.com) Designed in conjunction
with leading educators, award-winning authors,
teachers and parents, Hooked on Phonics® Learn to
Read uses a proven, simple, and fun method to give
your child a strong foundation in phonics and reading
skills. - Learn: Your child learns to read new words by
watching the videos and reading the workbook. Practice: Your child practices reading the new sound
combinations and words in the workbook. - Read:
Your child puts it all together to read a great story. Celebrate: Celebrate success after each lesson and
track your child’s progress!

Big First Grade Workbook
Build essential skills while having fun with Home
Workbooks! Now updated with fun, colorful pages and
engaging art, each book measures 7" x 9.25" and is
filled with 64 pages of age-appropriate activities,
puzzles, and games. These teacher-approved books
are perfect for home, school, summer breaks, and
road trips! Skills covered include beginning and
ending consonants, blends and digraphs, long and
short vowel sounds, word families, and more! An
incentive chart and 140 full-color stickers are also
included to help parents or teachers track student
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progress. Home Workbooks are available for
prekindergarten through grade 3 students, and
feature titles in a wide variety of skill areas to suit any
need.

Phonics Readiness, Grade PK
"This book helps young learners improve and
strengthen their phonics skills, such as: ending
sounds, consonant pairs, long and short vowel
sounds, and vowel pairs"--Cover [p. 4].

100 First Grade Skills
This book of activities gives children practice in
learning the letter sounds of the alphabet. The
activities start with the consonant letters and their
sounds, then progress to vowel sounds, consonant
blends, the hard and soft sounds of certain letters,
digraphs, diphthongs, and other aspects of phonics.
Many of the worksheets engage children in creating
new words and using them in context. The words are
age-appropriate and the reading selections have been
created using the Spache Readability Formula. These
activities can be used in any reading program with
children of all ability levels. They provide the extra
practice that many children need to master beginning
reading skills.

Scott Foresman Reading
While some parents think that phonics come
naturally, a little push will still be welcome. Phonics is
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a step towards reading and spelling through listening.
It will be impossible to spell if a child is unable to
recognize the sounds in words. This workbook is
composed of letters with corresponding written object
examples, accompanied by pictures. Have a copy
today!

Core Skills Phonics Workbook Grade 1
Help your child build classroom confidence, one skill
at a time! 100 First Grade Skills offers 256 pages of
grade-appropriate practice in math and language arts.
Skills include addition, subtraction, measurement,
grammar, uppercase and lowercase letters, nouns,
pronouns, and more. The 100 Skills series extends
classroom learning by breaking down skills into
simple instructions and exercises, making it easy for
children to practice at home. Each book prepares your
child for higher-level thinking and analytical skills by
strengthening understanding of foundational
concepts.

Phonics Activities for Second Grade
Spectrum(R) Long Vowels for grade 1 provides
focused practice in long vowel sounds. Grade-specific
activities will help your child learn to recognize, read,
and write long vowel sounds, as well as to identify
words with rhyming vowel sounds. The Spectrum
series offers early learning workbooks that help your
child thrive in today’s standards-based classroom.
Spectrum Long Vowels uses phonics to build reading
readiness. This resource provides focused instruction
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and a systematic approach to skill development for
concept mastery. Spectrum is your child’s path to
academic success. This best-selling workbook series
provides quality educational activities that meet your
child’s needs for learning achievement. These
comprehensive workbooks address essential skills in
reading, language arts, math, and science. Students
in prekindergarten to grade 8 will find lessons and
exercises that help them progress through
increasingly difficult subject matter. Complete answer
keys, content reviews, and assessments help students
track their progress and locate areas for
improvement. No matter your child’s academic need,
Spectrum is with you every step of the way.
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